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StarFlash® Micro™
1. Stand facing the sun or other light source in an open
area with a clear view of the sky and, if possible, the
horizon.
2. Reflect light from the light source onto your hand or
other nearby surface, making sure to not block the light
from the light source to the mirror surface.
3. Slowly bring the mirror toward your eye until the mirror touches your cheek. Look
through the star at the reflected light on your hand (or other surface). A bright
glowing spot will show in the star. This is the aim indicator.
4. Holding the mirror close to your eye, and still looking at the aim indicator, slowly
turn and angle the mirror until you “place” the aim indicator directly on the object you
wish to flash. If no target is in sight, continually sweep the horizon.

Liquid Filled Button Compass
1. Push strap or band horizontally through bottom of compass
(space between the double bars and compass body).
2. While standing still and holding the compass in a horizontal
position, allow the “N” arrow to point north. Make sure no
large metal objects are in close proximity. Rotate compass
slightly and repeat if you think you have an inaccurate reading.

Emergency Poncho
Dozens of uses in a survival situation: ground cloth,
shelter, water collection, and more.

WARNING:

To avoid danger of suffocation, keep
plastic articles away from babies and
children. Do not use in cribs, carriages, or
play pens. This is not a toy.

Find-Me™ Light Sticks
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tear foil pouch open and remove light stick.
Bend light stick in center until it snaps.
Shake vigorously.
After light is activated, do not bend stick.

JetScream Micro™
Place lips around mouth hole and blow with force.

WARNING:

This whistle is extremely loud. Intended for
emergency use only.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.

Emergency Blanket

A compact, lightweight, and waterproof
emergency blanket that can be used for heat
deflection, body heat insulation, a wind and rain
barrier, or an emergency signaling device.

Survival Towel
1. Place compact towel in water.
2. Allow towel to expand. Remove from water.
3. Hang to dry, if necessary.

Waterproof Matches
1. Hold the match firmly with your index finger and thumb.
2. Firmly press the match head to striker while simultaneously
pulling the match quickly across the striker.

CAUTION! KEEP OUT OF REACH OF
CHILDREN.
FOR SAFETY, STORE IN A COOL, DRY PLACE.
CLOSE BOX OR COVER BEFORE STRIKING.
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